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Science 2.0 — its élite and enthusiasts

Scientific research in high energy physics have shown directions of world science 
development. Most difficult problems can be solved in great research groups only 
because no individual scientist would be able to deal with all  the aspects — from 
technical  details  of  detectors,  throughout  data  analysis  algorithms,  up  to  basic 
research question — on an expert level. Such a model of research requires free and 
quick  flow  of  information.  However,  transfer  of  open  model  of  science  to  other 
disciplines  requires  deep  changes  in  funding  science  models  and  methods  of 
assessment of researchers. Moreover in the whole process, it is important to take 
into account enthusiasts of science, who may have no access to data and knowledge 
resources or tools without institutional support. It means that the opening of science 
process requires complex solutions at law, technical and social levels.
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